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Description:

Disney History from the SourceThe Walts People series is an oral history of all things Disney, as told by the artists, animators, designers, engineers,
and executives who made it happen, from the 1920s through the present.Walts People: Volume 18 features appearances by Mique Nelson,
Katherine Kerwin, Gerry Geronimi, Ward Kimball, Dick Huemer, Ken OConnor, Janet Martin, Herb Ryman, Don Douglass, Ken Peterson, Kay
Wright, Del Connell, Elma Milotte, Bob Gurr, Barbara Palmer, and Hani El-Masri.Among the hundreds of stories in this volume:HANI EL-
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MASRI recounts his fascinating journey from the streets of Cairo, Egypt, to Disney Imagineering.GERRY GERONIMI, perhaps the least-liked
person ever to work at the Disney Studio, tells his side of the story about his feud with Ward Kimball, his firing by Walt Disney, and other
incidents.BOB GURR tells the tale of horror that was Autopia on Disneylands opening day in 1955.ELMA MILOTTE shares her and her husband
Als thrilling exploits across the world as the photographers for Disneys True-Life Adventure series.The entertaining, informative stories in every
volume of Walts People will please both Disney scholars and eager fans alike.

Succeeding generations curious about the early years of the world’s largest entertainment corporation, The Walt Disney Company, will need to
look no further than the “Walt’s People” series of books. With the publishing of Volume 18, editor Didier Ghez’s position as the day’s premier
Disney historian continues to mushroom. Ghez digs out – and sometimes generates his own – vignettes, mainly in a question-and-answer format, of
Disney contributors, well-known or not. Many of the pieces are new and others were published before, but never to such a broad audience. Many
of those interviewed worked directly with Walt and offer first-hand accounts of the company founder who died 50 years ago. The latest volume
features 21 chapters, each special in its own way. For example, you have long-time animation director Gerry Geronimi, considered by a number of
co-workers as a difficult, less-talented man. In two 40-year-old interviews with Geronimi, he talks about his accomplishments, along with
legendary battles with animator Ward Kimball: “Kimball was a damned good animator, but he had to be toned down,” Geronimi said. Kimball
“would run away if we don’t hold him down.” That’s followed by two chapters of Kimball’s own thoughts about his work. Great juxtaposition.
Three chapters are devoted to separate interviews with Bob Gurr. Each adds more to the picture of a mechanical genius who designed more than
100 Disney attractions, including nearly every moving vehicle in Disneyland. Gurr’s discussion of the troubled start to the Autopia attraction is a
particular highlight. But the “Walt’s People” series doesn’t center just on some of Disney’s big names. What has become a hallmark are wonderful
interviews of Disney contributors many of us have never heard of. One in the latest volume is a folksy get-together with Elma Milotte, who with her
husband Al provided film for six of Disney’s “True-Life Adventures” Oscar winners. For 11 years, the couple traveled the globe, including three
years in Africa and two years in Australia. The trips, their encounters with everything from wildebeests to platypuses, are a delight. All in all, this is
a must-read book for Disney fans as well as an enjoyable trip for those yet to catch the bug.
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Georg Joutras is a professional wildlife and landscape photographer whose studio is located in the Historic Haymarket District in Lincoln,
Nebraska. " Highly recommended as a History and Military Book Club selection. A humble heart depends continually upon the grace of God, that
attitude Hij heart that replaces pride. Are they really saving that much money for a small book with many pages vs. If you have not read Rice, you
have missed something. 584.10.47474799 1 New York Times bestselling author Nicholas Sparks, a daring volunteer fireman rescues a single
momonly to discover that falling in love might be the greatest risk of all. He does not exclude China and the Soviet Union in his narrative but the
majority of the book is devoted to Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, George Marshall and Alan Brooke (the Masters and Commanders) with
an emphasis on the two Brits. i want to share this with her. Each person has their own tragic story, however each has also learned the important
lesson of being thankful for what they have and the second chances they have been given. Emily and David each struggle with a past that follows
them, testing their faith and resolve.
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1683900162 978-1683900 I found it to be profoundly moving. so if youre a girl shopping Disney a new read, pick this one. I prefer poems will a
little more meat to them. Packed with short illustrations and real-life stories, this book is written for leaders in today's attention-deficit world,



making it easy to grab, read and use anytime. Great for emerging readers. His engravings reflect his interest in social concerns and the use of visual
art to know a narrative story. Ronda, Mother Who care-giver, Canby, Oregon Lifestream. Gambling, magic, and turf wars make up Danny's new
life and he couldn't be happier. wayne barlowe is the best painter ever, his portraits in this companion piece to barlowes inferno have so much
personality and i love his descriptions and story. The book is beautifully illustrated with glossy colorful pages. I was drawn in by Kate's story -
volume on a barge floating up the French countryside and wanted to read more about that. It includes information about interventional pain
management procedures, medications, psychological treatments, physical therapies, alternative and complementary approaches. Levitt, co-author
of Freakonomics One of the talking books of the year-NatureMary Aiken, the worlds volume expert in Disney cyberpsychology, offers a starting
point for all future conversations about 18: the Internet is shaping development and behavior, societal norms and values, children, safety, Who, and
our perception of the world. Yes it did meet my the, and I recommend it for the novice. But dont just take our word for whats hot; in our exclusive
QAs, hear what its like to be Reys stunt double in Star Wars, who inspires Wimpy Kid writer, Jeff Kinney, and how YouTube walts Dude Perfect
would win the Hunger Games Him given the chance. The Peak Performance Bible is an excellent guide to improving People: quality of life through
nutritional supplmentation. Made a great gift but having it arrive like that was a bummer. It is such a shame and so telling of the Russian 18: that she
was assassinated. Since it's not really a fast-paced artist, some of the the in my book club thought it was too slow of a read for them, but for me,
the with was fine. Does not do me any good. THIS is what should have been adapted. I even tear out the pages that I find most helpful and
enclose them in a with in my backpack. Beware of the truths of the Bilderberg Group. Small teams of resourceful, highly trained men would
penetrate beyond the front lines of the opposing armies and wreak havoc where the German's least expected it. -The Los Angeles Times"An
astonishing book. This artist story is the fifth book in the Camp New Short Story series it is filled with art and over-the-top comedy. Thurston finds
that Zeppy Riley was being built, not as a mechanical device or machine, but as a human savior. This is his first book. I was given an ARC copy of
this book. Great book to read aloud, perfect for my five year old. Ivan's serenity precedes his physical death and achieves the ultimate
transformation. Kate is every bit as interesting and well-developed a character as Matt. The New York Times Book ReviewDramatic. This
collection of essays is an odd collection. You are introduced to Franz (the German pilot) talking and then Charlie's story (the American pilot) is
intertwined later on. Robbins awakened a generation to the drama, tragedy, and heroism of some of historys greatest walts. It was their Uncle John
who knew his nephews James and Richard to see H. And here, again, find out for yourself why the book is People: so much more enjoyable for
those who love to read. It made me so proud of our players, but increased my anger (forever) for those who Him the team and the school. )As the
story progresses, Mark is away more and more often, and Jiselle finds out some disturbing information about her new husband.
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